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Introduction
Musical sounds, since prehistory, have always exerted rewarding and emotional effects on humans 1 , and research on music perception and its effects have seen a large rise in recent years 2 . In this field, cochlear implant recipients are receiving growing interest, particularly in relation to the study of patients' quality of life 3 , evaluation of bilateral implantation in adults as a good clinical practice 4 and possible development of specific training for patients 5 6 . Concerning this latter point, an intriguing example has been shown in a recent electroencephalographic (EEG) event related potentials study, where singing was associated with increased development of neural networks for attention and more accurate neural discrimination in cochlear implanted (CI) children 7 . Additionally, musically trained deaf children (hearing aid and/or CI users) showed better performance in auditory scene analysis, auditory working memory and phonetic discrimination tasks in comparison to untrained peers, and the better performances on these tasks might at least be partly driven by music lessons 8 . It is well-known from literature that CI users experience difficulties in perceiving music. This is probably due to the constraint of the CI in transmission of the spectral information of music, and to the complexity of pitch relationships between notes, both at the basis of the perception of the melody [9] [10] [11] [12] . Several neuroimaging studies investigating the cortical activation of CI users during speech-language perception showed an increased activation of already present auditory networks, i.e. brain areas traditionally employed for auditory processing; in addition, CI users demonstrate plastic reorganisation of normally occurring networks, including recruitment of brain areas not traditionally utilised for auditory processing 9 . Furthermore, studies on experienced CI users suggest that the degree of activation (in terms of both extent and intensity) of auditory cortex in response to speech stimuli corresponds to the degree of success in speech perception 10 . In fact, even if language perception has reached impressive levels in this population, also characterised by high auditory cortical activation 14 , music perception still remains challenging. In fact, intriguing evidence of higher and lower cortical activity for rhythm and melody perception has been found 14 . Therefore, the study of cortical activation in response to music exposure in CI users appears worthy, since it has been repeatedly shown altered cortical activity in CI subjects in comparison to normal hearing ones. Additionally, due to prelingually and postlingually deafened pathology acquisition, which frequently depicts the condition in children and adults, respectively, they would probably result in a different music perception. This statement is suggested by studies showing peculiar frontal cortex activity in prelingual and postlingual deafness. For instance, it has been shown a larger mismatch negativity, generated by the frontal cortex, in CI prelingually deafened patients, related to better speech performances 15 . In addition, CI postlingually deafened patients showed increased cortical activity in comparison to normal hearing subjects, probably due to the use of already existing speech sound networks 16 . This hypothesis is also indirectly suggested by the evidence that later cochlear implantation is correlated with an improved hearing cues in music ability as tested by the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) in unilateral CI (UCI) children, probably due to the low frequency access in older implanted patients 17 . Evidence also suggests poorer music perception in CI children in comparison to adults 18 . Instead, with respect to normal hearing (NH) peers, UCI children were less accurate but best able to discern rhythm changes and to remember musical pieces 17 . Concerning music perception and the relative induced pleasantness, the available data have shown that both children and young adults CI recipients succeed in identifying the original and instrumental versions of familiar recorded songs. Although favourably evaluated, they were not able to identify different melody versions 19 . In addition, the study of cerebral activations in CI recipients may provide additional perspectives to investigate the possible benefits of surgery and musical therapies. In particular, motivation and affective processes could play an important role for a better comprehension of musical messages. In this regard, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) appears to play a pivotal role in a larger overall circuit involved in emotional and motivational processes 20 . In fact, frontal EEG alpha activity is frequently used to detect intra-and between-subject asymmetries in cortical activation. According to the ''withdrawal/approach'' model, analyses of the EEG power spectrum suggest a different lateralisation for the anterior cerebral hemispheres in approach and withdrawal motivational tendencies and emotions 21 . Specifically, a relative power suppression of the alpha rhythm across the left PFC is associated with a propensity to engage toward a stimulus. The application of EEG withdrawal/approach analysis to the reaction to music exposure has been investigated, highlighting a correlation between the reported valence (pleasantness/ unpleasantness) and arousal (intensity/energy) of musical stimuli with frontal alpha (8-13 Hz) asymmetry 22 . In particular, these authors revealed a greater relative left frontal EEG activity to joy and happy musical pieces and greater relative right frontal EEG activity to fear and sad ones.
Experimental evidence in adult CI users in line with this theory have been already provided. The approach towards musical video clips, indexed by the frontal EEG alpha activity imbalance, in a NH population and in bilateral CI (BCI) users presented similar range of variation across different stimuli conditions (normal, distorted and mute), in particular with a total excursion of 0.5 and 0.55 z-score units of the alpha frontal asymmetry index among the conditions; UCI patients reported a higher range of variation in comparison to the other groups, presenting a total excursion of 3.5 z-score units 23 . EEG alpha asymmetries have also been investigated through estimation of the cortical sources of prelingually deaf implanted children during music exposure. In particular, the inconsistency with the approach/withdrawal model in comparison to NH subjects was seen in the UCI condition, suggesting an impairment in discriminating normal from dissonant music and appreciating the pleasantness of normal music 24 . A preliminary study suggested less approach and interest in music for one UCI user with respect to one BCI user and one NH child 25 . Additionally, the pattern of the EEG power spectrum in the alpha band in UCI children indicated more approach (as reflected by the higher alpha synchronization) for mute and distorted music listening than for the Normal audio condition, while NH children and BCI users showed cortical activation that was more similar among the two groups, characterised by higher approach for normal audio in comparison to both mute and distorted audio conditions. Such findings suggested a closer to normal music perception for the BCI users 26 . Moreover, it appears extremely interesting and informative to extend such investigations to different technical approaches. A relation between cerebral rhythms and connectivity has been suggested in several articles, and synchronisation in different frequency bands may correspond to different networks and different cognitive functions 27 , also enabling the discrimination between healthy and pathological brain functioning 28 . The brain is a complex system where spatially segregated areas are interconnected. Starting from this perspective, brain network properties can be represented by functional connectivity patterns, and graph theory provides useful quantitative indices to measure these patterns 29 . Previous findings in NH subjects provided evidence for an increase of the number of functional connections and a more random network structure in a portion of the alpha band during music perception, in comparison to both noise and silence conditions. This result supports the hypothesis of a positive effect (higher efficiency) of music on human brain functional networks 30 . Furthermore, a principal component analysis study showed asymmetry in the pre-frontal cortex relating to a number of emotions induced by different kinds of music (pleasantness, energy, tension, anger, fear, happiness, sadness and tenderness) 31 . Despite its importance in understanding physiological and pathophysiological conditions, functional connectivity estimation has not been applied to study music perception in CI users. In the light of the aforementioned background, the objective of the present study was twofold. Firstly, because of the differences due to the unilateral and bilateral amplification and to the prelingually and postlingually deafened acquisition, we investigated two age populations in unilateral and bilateral cochlear implantation conditions, children and adult implant users, during three experimental situations of music exposure. Secondly, given the absence of published data concerning the functional connectivity during music exposure in these populations, we also characterised connectivity patterns in the same musical experimental conditions (normal, distorted and mute). Towards these aims, two age populations, children and adults, were recruited according to three experimental groups (BCI, UCI and NH participants), who underwent EEG recording during exposition to three conditions (normal, distorted and mute) of a movie with explicit musical content. The frontal brain asymmetry in the alpha band activity was calculated to quantify the approach expressed by subjects in the three experimental conditions. Furthermore, brain asymmetry calculation was also performed via graph theory on the functional brain connectivity patterns investigated in the same testing conditions. To our knowledge, this is the first study on music perception in cochlear implanted patients that also investigates functional brain connectivity.
Materials and methods

Experimental design with paediatric subjects
The paediatric population was composed of 6 NH control subjects, 7 UCI and 4 BCI patients (Tables I and II) . All children in the study were affected by bilateral, profound, sensorineural hearing loss. None had usable residual hearing (i.e. auditory threshold better than 100 dB HL) in either ear before cochlear implantation. In the unilateral CI condition, patients had no usable residual hearing in the non-implanted ear, and were poor contralateral hearing aid users. All patients included in the study had been receiving auditory-verbal therapy for a minimum of three years. With unilateral CI, they achieved a 20 dB HL PTA for all tested pure tone frequencies. By the time they were included in the study, they had good speech comprehension skills, i.e. 100% score obtained in quiet (assessed by speech audiometry, simplified bisyllabic word lists by Turrini, 32 ) for children > 5 years and an "appropriate for age" score, assessed by the Sentence Comprehension Test in Italian 33 . All patients wore Nucleus ® cochlear implants produced by Cochlear Ltd. (Cochlear Ltd, Sydney, Australia) and used ACE strategy for the encoding of the sound. All CI electrodes were active with normal impedance levels, 900 pps stimulation rate, and ADRO preprocessing algorithm. On the day that the EEG registration was performed, all the patients previously underwent warble-tone free-field audiometry and speech audiometry to ensure their hearing and speech recognition abilities were adequate. The EEG recordings were performed at IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia in according to the Declaration of Helsinki after receiving the approval by the local ethical committee. Informed consent was obtained from the parents of all experimental subjects. Study participants underwent EEG recordings during an audio-video stimulation lasting 3 minutes, extracted from the cartoon Fantasia (Walt Disney, 1940) with the original music of D. Paradisi. This specific cartoon was chosen because it is characterised by a close association between music and images. Additionally, the cartoon nature of the stimulation is particularly suitable to engage the attention of young children, as it is the type of video usually watched by this population. In the selected video extracts, there were ostriches, dressed and dancing like classical dancers, dancing on the Paradisi's music. All the experimental groups performed the test sitting on a comfortable chair, placed at a distance of one meter from the screen used for the stimulation. The audio of the video was set so that it did not have intensity peaks greater than 65 dB. In particular, three versions of the video clip were proposed during the EEG recordings: the first was composed of original audio and video and it will be called hereafter as "normal" movie (normal condition). The second version of the movie was obtained in the following way from the original normal movie: 1) the video was maintained unchanged; 2) the audio signal was played in reverse mode, from the last note to the first one, in order to generate an undecipherable sound but maintaining the same global acoustic pressure generated in the normal condition. The software Audacity was used to realise this stimulus, which will be called hereafter as "distorted". The third version of the movie was generated by presenting the same video than in the normal and distorted stimuli but without sound. In this case, the movie was called "mute". The three stimulations (normal, distorted, mute) were counterbalanced among subjects to avoid a sequence effect.
Experimental design with adult subjects
The adult population was composed of 7NH control subjects, 7 UCI and 6 BCI patients (Tables III and IV) . Several of the adult patients had residual hearing in both ears before any implantation, as indicated in Table IV by the PTA calculated as the average threshold among 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz frequencies for each ear. As for the paediatric group, the UCI adult sample was also composed of poor contralateral hearing aid users. Five of 7 adult patients enrolled in the study received speech therapy for at least 1 yeast before the testing, two of whom did not undergo speech therapy. All patients wore coch- lear implants produced by Cochlear Ltd. (Cochlear Ltd, Sydney, Australia), used ACE strategy for the encoding of the sound, and all CI electrodes were active with normal impedance levels, 900 pps stimulation rate and ADRO preprocessing algorithm. On the day that the EEG registration was performed, all patients previously underwent warble-tone free-field audiometry and speech audiometry to ensure their hearing and speech recognition abilities were adequate. The EEG recordings were performed at IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia in according to the Declaration of Helsinki after receiving the approval by the local ethics committee. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.
For the adult population, the visual stimuli consisted of a 3-minute-length piece from the musical West Side Story. The extract of the musical was about a very animated scene of a sort of dance challenge, with many dancers and a strongly rhythmical music. In particular, in the video clip there is no speech, but only music and dance strictly related. As for the paediatric population, three versions of the video clip were watched by each participant and the three movies were named according to the labeling already described in the previous section (normal, distorted and mute).
Behavioural rating
Adult subjects were asked to rate how much they liked or disliked each condition (normal, distorted and mute) on a scale ranging from 0 (lowest) to 10 (highest) immediately after watching the video. This self-report investigation was conducted only on adult subjects because children were not able to express on a number scale their like/dislike rating.
EEG data recording and signal processing
The EEG data were acquired using the BeMicro device (EBNeuro spa, Italy), equipped with a 16 electrode cap according to the 10-20 International System. In particular, the signal was gathered from the following locations: F7, F8, F3, Fz, F4, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, P3, Pz, P4, O1, O2. The signals were acquired maintaining the value of the impedance below the 10 kΩ and at a sampling frequency of 256 Hz. This EEG activity at rest (in the present experiment corresponding to the open eyes condition looking at a black screen without any stimuli played) was used to calculate the Individual Alpha Frequency (IAF) to accordingly define individual alpha and band ranges of the EEG spectrum 34 . The pre-processing of the EEG data was performed using the EEGLAB software 35 according to the following steps. The first was to perform a band-pass filtering of the EEG data in the range 2-30 Hz, in order to exclude most muscular artifacts (beyond 30 Hz) and the drift due to the changing of the contact impedance (below 2 Hz). Successively, the independent component analysis (ICA) was performed to remove signal artifacts mainly due to eye movements. Therefore, components related to eye-blinks were first detected and then removed. The EEG trace was segmented into trials lasting 1 sec, thus obtaining 180 tri- In order to analyse the EEG activity when the novelty effect of the stimulation was ended, the following analyses were conducted considering the time interval corresponding to the second minute of stimulation (from trial 61 to 120).
PSD frontal imbalance index
The use of the approach/withdrawal theory has been validated over the last 20 years by a large number of studies since its formulation in the early 1990s [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . In the present study, the imbalance of the EEG spectral activity in the alpha frequency band over the prefrontal areas has been chosen as the main index for the evaluation of approach/ withdrawal towards the stimuli. This index was then estimated for each subject and for each condition analysed. In particular, the approach/withdrawal (AW) index is defined as follows: AW = PSDR -PSDL being the PSDR the mean value of PSD calculated on the frontal right electrodes F8, F4, and the PSDL the average value of PSD related to frontal electrodes F7, F3. The AW index was calculated in each population for each movie condition. Positive values would indicate relative greater right alpha frontal activity, so suggesting an approach tendency; vice versa negative values would underline relative higher left alpha frontal activity, suggesting a withdrawal tendency.
Partial directed coherence
The estimation of the functional connectivity by means of partial directed coherence (PDC) 42 allows to analyse the causal relationships between the EEG signals acquired from the different electrodes during the execution of a task. PDC is a frequency domain representation that allows the inference of functional relationships between electrodes, and so between localised cortical areas. Once estimated the connectivity between the EEG signal gathered from the different electrodes, it was necessary to apply a statistical validation method to distinguish the real connections from those arising due to random fluctuations and measurement errors. The value of effective connectivity for a given pair of electrodes, obtained by computing PDC 43 44 , must be statistically compared with a threshold level which is related to the lack of transmission between considered regions of interest (ROIs) (null hypothesis). Threshold values were estimated using asymptotic statistic 45 46 . Details of the applied methodology have been provided elsewhere 47 48 . After the validation process, the PDC estimation is averaged within the alpha band defined according to the IAF 34 to take into account the variability among subjects of the alpha peak in the spectrum. Specifically, we defined the alpha band ranging between [IAF-4, IAF+2].
Graph theory
A graph consists of a set of vertices (or nodes) and a set of edges (or connections) indicating the presence of some sort of interaction between the vertices. The PDC previously obtained in the present study was selected as the current adjacency matrix. The adjacency matrix contained the information about the connectivity structure of the graph. In graph theory, a path or a walk is a sequence of vertices, in which from each of its vertices, there is a connection to the next vertex in the sequence. Such adjacency matrix can be used for the extraction of salient information about the characteristic of the investigated network, by defining several indexes based on the elements of such matrix. In order to obtain a characterisation of the global cerebral networks via graph theory, we used the following indices already present in literature 49 : degree and local efficiency. Degree: a measure of "centrality", it is calculated as the number of links connected to a node, somehow a measure of the "importance" of a node in a network Local efficiency: a measure of the "segregation" of the network, related to the shortest path between two nodes both neighbours of the node object of measurement of its local efficiency and it is calculated as the average of the local efficiency of all nodes belonging to the network 50 . In addition, we defined the following two new ones to obtain a specific characterization of the frontal asymmetries, analogously to the AW index. In particular, we defined the imbalance of out degree as the ratio between the differences of the out degrees (i.e. outgoing connections) of the two hemispheres of frontal areas and the total out degree computed across frontal nodes. Specifically: where the out degreeR is the average degree among nodes in frontal right hemisphere, out degreeL is the average degree among nodes in frontal left hemisphere and out degreeTot is the total degree of the nodes across all frontal nodes.
According to the formula, the minimum value that this index can assume is -1. In this case, all the outgoing connections comes from the left hemisphere. Analogously, its maximum value is equal to 1, and is representative of the opposite situation with all the outgoing connections coming from the right hemisphere. If both hemispheres have the same number of outgoing connections, this index is zero. Since the out degree index represents the number of links outgoing from a node, it would reflect the flow of information from a certain brain region, and finally a measure of cerebral activity in that area. In the just introduced index, the imbalance of out degree would shape the difference in outgoing flow information level between the right and left frontal areas. The second index is the imbalance of local efficiency, which is defined as the ratio between the difference of the mean local efficiency computed among right and left frontal nodes and the local efficiency areas across all frontal nodes.
[
IMB]_(Loc Eff)=([loc eff]_R -[loc eff]_L)/[loc eff]_Tot
where: loc eff_R is the mean local efficiency across nodes of the frontal right hemisphere, loc eff_L is the mean local efficiency across nodes of the frontal left hemisphere, whereas the loc eff_Tot represents the mean local efficiency across all frontal nodes. The imbalance index of local efficiency ranges between [-1; 1] and, depending on the prevailing hemisphere, it can reach -1 (only the left hemisphere contributes) or +1 (only the right hemisphere contributes). When the contribution of the two hemispheres is balanced this index is zero. The local efficiency reflects the tendency of a network to create subgroups of elements (clusters) strongly related among them, probably suggesting a sort of specialisation within the network. This index constitutes a measure of efficiency, so the introduced imbalance of local efficiency index would show the difference in efficiency between the right and left frontal areas. The indices were calculated for all subjects and conditions. Further results also showed an interesting pattern in the evolution of functional network complexity: networks were relatively closer to random in the youngest and the oldest groups, and relatively more 'small-world' like in the intermediate age group 51 . This suggests that network evolution during development may be characterised by the gradual acquisition of order in random networks, converting them to optimal 'small-world' networks. A study in children, who had EEG recorded at age five and age seven, supports this hypothesis on brain network development 52 .
Statistical analysis
For each experimental group (CTRL, UCI, BCI) and cerebral index (AW, IMB out degree, IMB loc eff) a repeated measures ANOVA was carried out, in which the dependent variables were represented by the indices employed to summarise the estimated brain network, and the independent factor by the movie conditions (normal, distorted and mute). The statistical analysis was completed by performing the post-hoc Duncan test at the 0.05 level of significance.
Results
Behavioural rating
Concerning the rating of the different conditions within each experimental group, only cochlear implant patients showed a significant difference between conditions (UCI: p = 0.03, F = 4.8; BCI: p < 0.001, F = 15.07; Control: p = 0.09, F = 2.96) (Fig.1) . The comparison between normal, distorted and mute conditions in UCI and BCI subjects revealed a significant difference between normal and distorted conditions (p = 0.023 and p = 0.002 respectively) and between normal and mute conditions (p = 0.021 and p < 0.001 respectively). The Control group, although without reaching statistical significance, showed absolute values with a trend similar to the one reported in UCI and BCI. In both UCI and BCI groups, the comparison between distorted and mute conditions did not reach statistical significance. However, the mute condition for both the UCI and BCI groups showed the lowest ratings, while the Control group showed the lowest value for the distorted condition. Fig. 1 . Adult subjects rating of the different video versions (normal, distorted and mute) on a scale ranging from 0 (lowest pleasantness) to 10 (highest pleasantness). The comparison between normal, distorted and mute conditions in unilateral cochlear implant (UCI) and bilateral cochlear implant (BCI) subjects revealed a significant difference between normal and distorted conditions (p = 0.023 and p = 0.002, respectively) and between normal and mute conditions (p = 0.021 and p < 0.001, respectively). "Control" stands for normal hearing control subjects.
PSD alpha asymmetries
In general, in both adults and children, a congruency among patterns between BCI patients and CTRL subjects was observed. In particular, both the BCI and CTRL groups showed lowest approach values for the distorted condition, in comparison to normal and mute ones. All paediatric groups, UCI, BCI and CTRL, reported the same pattern, characterised by lowest values for the distorted condition and highest values for the mute one. All adult groups showed a statistically significant difference between the normal and distorted condition and between distorted and mute, and UCI and BCI groups reported highest values for the normal condition. Concerning paediatric groups, only the CTRL group showed a significant difference in the above-cited comparisons, and the BCI group showed a significant difference only in the comparison between mute and the other conditions, while the UCI group did not show any significant difference between conditions.
Unilateral group (UCI)
Paediatric population. There was no significant difference between the experimental conditions (p = 0.84, F = 0.17) (Fig. 2a) . It was possible to see a trend of the pattern shown by the Control group (Fig. 2e ) (see below): lowest values for the distorted condition, then the normal and mute conditions progressively higher. Fig. 2 . EEG alpha asymmetries reported in the paediatric (left panels) and adult groups (right panels). Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences. Control = normal hearing control subjects; UCI = unilateral cochlear implant subjects; BCI = bilateral cochlear implant subjects.
Adult population. There was a significant difference between the three movie conditions (F = 12.94, p < 0.001) (Fig. 2b) . The mute condition presented the lowest value, followed by the distorted and normal movies, and the pairwise comparisons were all characterised by significant differences (Duncan's test, normal and mute p = 0.004; normal and distorted p = 0.0449; distorted and mute p < 0.001).
Bilateral group (BCI)
Paediatric population. There was a significant difference between the experimental movies (p < 0.002, F = 6.6). Furthermore, a significant difference was present in the comparison between normal and mute (Duncan's test p < 0.05) and distorted and mute (Duncan's test p < 0.05). The above cited pattern concerning frontal imbalance (distorted→normal→mute) was also seen in this group. Adult population. There was a significant difference between all movies (p < 0.001, F = 28.31) (Fig. 2d) . The pairwise comparisons also showed statistically significant differences between normal and distorted p = 0.025) and between mute and distorted (p = 0.009).
Control group Paediatric population. There was a significant difference between all the experimental conditions (p = 0.001, F = 19.3) (Fig. 2e) . In particular, concerning the distorted condition, the front imbalance index value was significantly lower than the normal and mute condition (Duncan's test, p = 0.049 and p < 0.001, respectively), and there was also a significant difference between the normal and mute conditions (p < 0.001). Adult population. A significant difference was seen between all types of movies (p = 0.0311, F = 4.16) (Fig. 2f) . Additionally, the distorted movie presented a frontal imbalance index that was statistically significantly lower than normal (Duncan's test, p = 0.0179) and mute (Duncan's test, p = 0.0424) conditions.
Graphs indices asymmetries
The aforementioned connectivity indices were computed and compared for each population (paediatric, adult) and experimental condition. Below, we report the results related to the indices that were significantly modulated across populations and conditions: the imbalance of out degree and the imbalance of local efficiency. Concerning the imbalance of out degree, the BCI and UCI groups showed the lowest values for the distorted condition, which was significantly lower for the distorted condition in comparison to normal except for the paediatric UCI group, where there was only a trend. Both UCI groups showed the highest values for the normal condition and lowest values for the mute video. Concerning the imbalance of local efficiency, the BCI and CTRL groups showed the lowest values for the distorted condition. Furthermore, UCI children BCI adults and both CTRL groups had the highest values for the normal condition.
Unilateral group (UCI)
Paediatric population. The indices that showed a significant difference in the CTRL group were analysed in the UCI group. The imbalance of out degree index showed a significant difference (p=0.02, F=5.78) (Fig. 2a) , but Duncan's post-hoc comparisons did not show significant differences, even if the comparison between the mute and the distorted conditions was just below the significance threshold (p = 0.057). The analysis of the imbalance of local efficiency index reached statistical significance (p = 0.025, F = 5.875) (Fig. 4a) , and the comparison between normal and mute (p = 0.045) and between distorted and mute (p = 0.002) conditions were also significantly different. Adult population. The indices that showed a significant difference in the CTRL group were analysed in the UCI group. Neither the imbalance of out degree index (Fig. 3b) (p = 0.07, F = 3.29) nor the imbalance of local efficiency index (Fig. 4b) reached statistically significant differences (p = 0.84, F = 0.177).
Bilateral group (BCI)
Paediatric population. The indices that showed a significant difference in the CTRL group were analysed in the BCI group. The imbalance of out degree index analysis showed a trend similar to the that present in CTRL subjects (p = 0.89, F = 0.46) (Fig. 3c) , characterised by distorted condition values lower than mute and normal conditions; similarly the imbalance of local efficiency index analysis did not reveal any significant difference (p = 0.478, F = 0.857) (Fig. 4c) . Adult population. The indices that showed a significant difference in the CTRL group were analysed in the BCI group. Both the imbalance of output degree index (p = 0.024, F = 5.58) (Fig. 3) and the imbalance of local efficiency index (p = 0.046, F = 4.64) (Fig. 4d) showed a significant difference. In the imbalance of local efficiency index, the distorted condition value was significantly lower than the normal and mute conditions (Duncan's test, p = 0.038 and p = 0.022, respectively). Concerning the imbalance of out degree index, similar results were obtained. The distorted condition value was significantly lower than that in the normal and mute conditions (p = 0.025 and p = 0.017). Finally, the trend resulting in the imbalance of out degree index was similar to that observed in CTRL subjects.
Control group
Paediatric population. The analysis of the imbalance of the out degree showed a significant difference (p = 0.02, F = 6.64), showing higher activity in the normal and mute conditions with respect to the distorted condition (p = 0.005 and p = 0.016, respectively) (Fig. 3e) . A significant difference was seen in the imbalance of local efficiency index analysis (p = 0.03, F = 5.6) (Fig. 4e) . (Fig. 3f) . The analysis of the imbalance of local efficiency index showed a significant difference (p = 0.0284, F = 7.49), and the post-hoc comparisons revealed significantly lower values for the distorted condition in comparison to the normal and mute conditions (p = 0.0019 and p = 0.0449, respectively) (Fig. 4f) . 
Discussion
PSD alpha asymmetries
The most evident result was represented by the pattern of activation characterising the CTRL and BCI groups in both the adult and paediatric populations. This pattern showed the lowest values of the approach-withdrawal Fig. 4 . EEG imbalance of local efficiency graph index reported in the paediatric (left panels) and adult groups (right panels). Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences. Control = normal hearing control subjects; UCI = unilateral cochlear implant subjects; BCI = bilateral cochlear implant subjects.
index, sign of less approach, for the distorted condition, in accordance with previous studies 24 26 . This suggests a higher capacity of discrimination and approach motivation towards normal music in the CTRL and BCI groups, in particular in the adult population, due to the similarity in music perception for these two groups, but not for the UCI group. Previous studies support this hypothesis, providing evidence of a higher capability of enjoyment of music by BCI vs. UCI subjects. In particular, subjects who underwent sequentially bilateral cochlear implantation reported that music generally sounded better: 90% reported it was more natural and 85% reported it was more pleasant after the second CI 53 . Additionally, it is interesting to note that, regarding CTRL and BCI patients, the adult population reported the highest alpha PSD (or approach) values for the normal condition. This could be explained by the fact that adult subjects usually have a past of some type of hearing, especially in the low frequency ranges. It has been hypothesised that access to early acoustical hearing in the lower frequency ranges appears to establish a basis for music perception, which can be accessed with later electrical CI hearing 17 . In addition, it has been shown that low-frequency acoustic hearing improves pitch discrimination performances in comparison to electric-only stimulation in CI adult users 11 . This cueing strategy relying on low frequencies would of course be denied to children selected for cochlear implantation because of the frequent absence of residual hearing in these patients. Moreover, also EEG show the presence of residual neural skills for music processing in adult CI users. These enable patients to automatically process changes in sound features in a musical context, except for automatic rhythm discrimination 54 . In the literature, there is some evidence of the major interest and relying on visual stimuli than on auditory stimuli expressed by CI children [55] [56] [57] . In the present study, in contrast to expectations, NH and not only CI children groups also presented the highest values for the mute condition. This result could be explained by the observation that, in general, values obtained in CTRL subjects were lower than BCI or UCI subjects, probably suggesting a higher approach of all sensory modalities involved in CI groups. Furthermore, BCI children reported a value very close to zero for the distorted condition suggesting a not welldefined approach or withdrawal motivation toward the distorted movie, but higher and positive values for the normal and mute conditions. These results could suggest a deficit in the discrimination of "alternative versions" of music, as previously reported 17 , thus explaining a lacking response of interest or disinterest. Concerning UCI children, the patterns of the approach-withdrawal index were in general flatter than NH and BCI children, and did not show significant differences between conditions, supporting the hypothesis of the insufficient amplification for music perception provided by only one implant in these types of patients 26 . Furthermore, this evidence could be linked to the sensitive period that is necessary for correct establishment of auditory-visual integration in CI children 58 . Finally, it is interesting to note the unique pattern displayed by the adult UCI group, not presenting a "V shape" but a "flat shape", characterised by a zero value for the distorted condition and negative values for the mute condition. The first observation could be explained by a deficit in discriminating the distorted condition due to insufficient amplification in the UCI group. The second observation could be mirrored by the behavioural rating data, reporting lowest values for the mute condition in cochlear implanted patients; finally, this scenario could reflect the sensation of "fear" that is incidentally and behaviourally self-reported by UCI subjects. This feeling shapes the neural correlates of withdrawal suggested by negative values.
Graph indices asymmetries
The results regarding the CTRL and BCI groups presented lowest values in the distorted condition, similarly to the frontal imbalance analysis for the same groups. Concerning the BCI adult group, there was a consistency in the pattern expressed in the two graph indices, and in the frontal asymmetry index, suggesting accordance and reliability between the first ones and among all indices. Concerning the UCI groups, in both the indices, they reported the same pattern characterised by lowest values for the mute condition (Fig. 4) , both in children and the adult population. As discussed above, that could be linked to the "fearful" reaction of subjects to the absence of sound self-reported by patients. This aversive reaction could be expressed by UCI subjects and not by BCI subjects because of a more demanding and distressful approach to sound as a baseline condition in UCI patients, in whom the amplification provided may not be sufficient. An indirect proof of this hypothesis is that normal-like audiovisual segregation is possible in highly skilled cochlear implant users 59 , so that UCI individuals cannot rely on the same set of audio and visual cues, finally producing withdrawal in UCI in the mute condition. Finally, considering the graph indices in the normal condition, it is interesting to note that positive values were ubiquitous in all the experimental groups and reaching significance in BCI and CTRL groups, showing a relative greater activity in the right frontal hemisphere. This con-sideration shows that the normal condition elicited positive graph index values and therefore approach behaviour, as suggested by brain functionality in the frontal areas. This brain functionality would reflect the normal hearing condition and the analogous condition restored by neuroplasticity in the BCI groups, but not in the UCI groups, even if a tendency toward the pattern is suggested even in unilateral implantation. As suggested by the graph indices (both the out degree and the local efficiency), similar considerations but in an opposite direction can be made for the neural activity underlying the reaction to the distorted condition, characterised by a relatively greater activity in the left frontal hemisphere and therefore a propensity to withdraw from the stimulus by CTRL and (mainly) BCI groups. Evidence of an alteration in connectivity has been already identified in neurological disorders, such as Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, traumatic brain injury and epilepsy, challenging the classical concept of neurological disorders producing either "local" or "global" efficiency alterations, and pointing to the overload and failure of hubs as a possible final common pathway in neurological disorders 28 . Abstracting the EEG functional activity from the direction of the connection among nodes, and generalising to the level of synchronisation activity among them, the reaction to the listening of music pieces has been investigated. In particular, listening to pleasant music (by Bach and Mahler) characterised by melodic features following expected rules produced an increase in the left cognitive area activity; on the other hand, exposure to unpleasant music lacking predictable melodic features produced an higher right frontopolar activity 60 . These data could support the hypothesis that, as indexed by the imbalance of out degree and the imbalance of local efficiency in our study, the almost ubiquitous higher right alpha relative functional connectivity in response to normal music would underlie the catching of its predictive melodic features, while the higher left relative functional connectivity in response to the distorted condition mainly expressed by BCI and CTRL groups may underlie the catching of the novel/unpredictable nature of that musical version. The last statement, again, would imply an insufficient melodic cue detection by UCI subjects, so to enable them of the unpredictable nature of the distorted condition. The sum of these evidences supports the hypothesis that the connectivity study is an alternative suitable approach for assessing approach tendency towards music in adults and children, although the clinical implications of altered connectivity pattern must be further explored.
Conclusions
Responses in the BCI groups were more similar to those shown by NH groups, thus supporting the evidence for lack of information provided by one cochlear implant. All indices investigated, frontal alpha band asymmetry and graphs (connectivity) indices reported accordance among results, suggesting the worthiness of also applying this type of analysis to approach/withdrawal motivation studies.
